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Training Games, Inc. was started in 2001 by Gary Trotta and Mick Riley. These two
partners decided to start this company after completing successful careers in training
and business. The company has continued to grow and develop every year since
inception. We are committed to promoting gaming as a concept in training; and
developing a line of programs to support this goal. We want to build our business
through superior customer service and unique products.
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Introduction to Training Games

WHAT ARE TGI TRAINING GAMES?
TGI has developed training and educational game software to help you present and review your own training
questions and material. Because they are games, trainees/students enjoy participating, have fun, and
experience better overall retention levels. TGI Games range from our standard Quiz Show and Board Game
formats to realistic sports games like Football, Baseball and Golf. TGI Games are economical solutions for
business, government agencies or educational Institutions. Choose the game that is right for your group or
purchase several games to add excitement into your program.
HOW DO TGI TRAINING GAMES WORK?
TGI Games spice up your entire educational program because they allow you to easily place your own
training/educational questions inside a fun and interactive game. Create multiple choice questions from your
own program materials and simply type them into the game. Then set a few game options like naming the
game, name your teams, decide how you want your questions delivered and you're ready to PLAY. Everything
else is done for you. TGI Games are packed full of program options to make every game fun, exciting and
easy. TGI games are built in either MS PowerPoint or Excel making them versatile and easy to use. Most
games can be played by teams in a classroom setting or by one person against the computer. (Note: TGI
PowerPoint games can be played online as well!) A great way to review or study! TGI also offers FREE
professionally written Question Sets on our XF games including: Customer Service, Leadership, Sexual
Harassment, Work Force Trends,Women's Issues, Diversity & Team Building. All of our packaged Question
Sets may be edited to better complement your training needs.
WHY ARE TGI PRODUCTS Microsoft Office BASED?
TGI has developed these products in Excel or PowerPoint to keep game costs low and to make using them
EASY. Game interfaces are familiar and user friendly with virtually NO LEARNING CURVE. In addition, if you
currently use MS Excel or PowerPoint, TGI games will work flawlessly on your computer system (No sticky IT
Issues)!
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Free Question Sets, Licensing & Shipping

SPECIAL ADVANTAGE FOR ALL EXCEL
XF GAMES:

TGI has over 30 great question sets
that can be easily imported into our
XF Games and they are yours as an
XF game purchaser, FREE!. Here
are the current list of free XF
Question Sets available. These
Questions are importable into any of
the Excel XF games.
PRODUCT LICENSE CHOICES: (Additional license detail found in Section 9 of this brochure)
Single User License - An individual license for ONE trainer or teacher but NO LIMIT on how many folks you can train!
Ten User License - Covers up to ten trainers/teachers in your organization, and a lot less expensive than buying ten single
user licenses.
Lifetime License – All of our products are available with a lifetime license.
Annual License – To offer a more economical alternative for organizations that may want to purchase a game for one
special event, we have made available Annual Licenses for selected products. These products can be used for up to one
year.
PRODUCT DELIVERY CHOICES:
Direct Download - This delivery method is completely free. You will be able to download a product via a secure link we
send you in the email order confirmation message.
Optional CD Delivery – Many customers want to have a copy of their application on CD (as well as receiving a down load
link) . We’ll mail you a CD with your game/s for an additional charge:
$10 for First Class Mail (5-7 business days)
$20 for Priority Mail (2-3 business days).
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Excel Training Games

This Quiz Show game is
really loaded. It has
everything including the
kitchen sink. We put every
feature we could think of in
this one. It's is really 4
games in 1 with the ability
to change the
configurations of the 4 base
games to over 40 different
game variations.
Not only is this version
compatible with Excel 2007
but it has enhanced
sounds, animations and
features. Each one of your
training questions can
include graphics, sounds,
additional text or any multimedia file including a
PowerPoint slide show.
This moves the focus of our
training games from review
to being an integral part of
your teaching experience.

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Annual

$99.99

10 Users

Annual

$399.99

Single User

Lifetime

$169.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$599.99
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Excel Training Games

This Classroom Quiz
Show game is really
loaded. It has everything
including the kitchen sink.
We put every feature we
could think of in this one.
It's really 4 games in 1 with
the ability to change the
configurations of the 4 base
games to over 40 different
game variations.

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Annual

$99.99

10 Users

Annual

$399.99

Single User

Lifetime

$169.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$599.99
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Excel Training Games

A great new game based on
the popular television show
"Deal or No Deal" except that
participants must answer your
training questions to keep the
values they choose. All the
excitement, sounds and tough
decisions of the real game.

No. of Users
Single User
10 Users
Single User
10 Users

Type of License
Annual
Annual
Lifetime
Lifetime

Price
$99.99
$399.99
$169.99
$599.99
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Excel Training Games

This game gives you the
sights, sounds and action
of Major League Baseball
and the play is driven by
answering your training
questions. Not only is this
version compatible with
Excel 2007 but it has
enhanced sounds,
animations and many other
great game features.

No. of Users
Single User
10 Users
Single User
10 Users

Type of License
Annual
Annual
Lifetime
Lifetime

Price
$99.99
$399.99
$169.99
$599.99
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Excel Training Games

This is a fun and interactive
team game in which
answering your training
questions correctly moves
the ball down field. As your
team gets the answers right,
you’ll score TDs, extra
points, and field goals.
Wrong answers result in lost
yardage, fumbles and
turnovers. This game is
packed with great trainer
features like automatic
scoring, game timer, both
team and individual play.
Trainers can attach
graphics, movie files,
sounds and even
PowerPoint mini –
presentations to ANY
question so the game can
be used for program delivery
as well as general review.
No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Annual

$99.99

10 Users

Annual

$399.99

Single User

Lifetime

$169.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$599.99
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Excel Training Games

Ladies and Gentlemen, start
your engines! This Race Car
game features a graphical
race car track with cars
racing around the track as
your trainees and students
answer your training
questions correctly. This
game is loaded with all of
the features you'd expect
from our XF version games,
PLUS a database to track
single player games. Not
only is this version
compatible with Excel 2007
but it has enhanced sounds,
animations and features.

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Annual

$99.99

10 Users

Annual

$399.99

Single User

Lifetime

$169.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$599.99
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Don’t want an XF Quiz
Show game but still want
a ton of features at an
economical price. This is
the Quiz Show game for
you. It include some
special new features like
the ability to attach and
show graphic images with
each question, or to play
with up to 8 teams with as
many as 80 players. In
addition, this game is
really two games in one.
Our normal Quiz Show
game in which an
opposing team selects the
question for one of the
challenging teams, OR a
Jeopardy type game we
call PERIL (see graphic),
plus many other
refinements that make
using and playing this
great game easy and
FUN.

Excel Training Games

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Annual

$74.99

10 Users

Annual

$299.99

Single User

Lifetime

$129.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$499.99

Excel Support Tools
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•

Excel TGI’s Certificate Maker
Excel TGI’s Big Spin
Excel TGI’s Scoreboard Plus
Excel TGI’s Quote Maker
Excel TGI’s Question Presenter
Excel TGI’s The Answer Is
If you don’t want a
complete training game
but like some of the
pieces, this package has
them.
Also features some
great stand alone
products like
•
Certificate Maker
•
Quote Maker

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Lifetime

$59.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$119.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

10 Users

Lifetime

Price
$99.99
$399.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

10 Users

Lifetime

Price
$59.99
$319.99

5

PowerPoint Education

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

Price
$19.99

5

PowerPoint Survey Software

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

10 Users

Lifetime

Price
$99.99
$399.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

10 Users

Lifetime

Price
$79.99
$319.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Lifetime

$99.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$399.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

10 Users

Lifetime

Price
$59.99
$239.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

10 Users

Lifetime

Price
$49.99
$199.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users
Single User

Type of License
Lifetime

10 Users

Lifetime

Price
$49.99
$199.99
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PowerPoint Training Games
This applies to all of the following PowerPoint 6-Pack
Training Games:
All games are completely editable and can be altered over
and over again to accommodate your changing training
needs. Many are based on popular game shows or sporting
events that everyone has played and enjoyed. At this
price, these games are less than $17 a game. They are
perfect for trainers, educators and public speakers. Add
some trivia questions and they become a great ice breaker.
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Lifetime

$99.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$399.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Lifetime

$99.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$399.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Lifetime

$99.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$399.99
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PowerPoint Training Games

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Lifetime

$99.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$399.99
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PPT Ice Breaker &Team Builder Combo

Also includes Presentation Sensation

No. of Users

Type of License

Price

Single User

Lifetime

$59.99

10 Users

Lifetime

$119.99
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Licensing Information

TGI has divided our licensing into different categories. These licenses are:
Single User License
This is for a single user only. It can be used to "train" as many people, as you like, inside or outside of your
company by the user assigned the license. Under this license, TGI Licenses are issued for the lifetime use of
the product unless otherwise indicated (Note: Certain TGI products licenses are offered as both Annual
(Expire one year from purchase) and Lifetime Licenses.
10-User License (purchase multiples for larger groups)
This is a single limited business license and can be used or distributed to up to 10 employees inside of your
company. It cannot be sold or distributed to anyone outside of your company. It can be used to "train" as
many people, as you like, inside or outside of your company. Buy multiple copies of this license to equal the
number of users that will have access to this software. TGI Licenses are issued for the lifetime use of the
product unless otherwise indicated (Note: Certain TGI products licenses are offered as both Annual (Expire
one year from purchase) and Lifetime Licenses.
Call us for more information about the following licenses: Enterprise License (One license for your entire
organization), or Affiliate Licenses (To sell TGI Products and earn commissions on the sale).
Lifetime and Annual Licenses
All TGI products carry a lifetime license, however on some products, for organizations that may want to
purchase a game for one special event, we have made available Annual Licenses on selected products.
These products can be used for up to one year. (The product will need to be purchased again in one year if
desired).
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Product Features

At Training Games we are introducing a new and innovative product line we called XF products. The XF
stands for eXtra Features. These products are loaded with unique and valuable game and training features
which engage class participants and enhance learning. The below XF features are found in most of our XF
games. On occasion we must exclude features which are not compatible with the scoring or play of the
particular game. ' Here is a XF feature recap:
Team Play Features:
1.) Team play features up to 8 teams with as many as 20 players/team.
2.) XF team games can be set to be play with many different options and question delivery choices. In
addition there are two distinctly different team game formats we call our Quiz Show and Peril games. The
Quiz Show Format allows the answering team to first select a question category from 3 categories before
answering. Alternatively. this game can be played by having an opposing team select the question category
for the team that is up. In this way we ensure more player involvement on each and every question. Peril, is a
jeopardy style team game. "I'll take Leadership for $600".
3.) Team games can be played in Normal or Fast Response mode. Fast Response means the team that
answers first gets the question. The XF games work with USB Buzzer Systems or manually (i.e. teams ring a
bell or raise their hands to signal they have the answer).
4.) There is even a Random Team Selector built into the game for yet another way to select a team to answer.
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Product Features

Single Player Features:
1.) Single player games include "You against the Computer" in which you first determine the percentage of
questions that your computer opponent will answer correctly and a Millionaire style game called "All The Way".
In this game you play for ever increasing score values with the game ending only when you answer
incorrectly.
2.) Single player games display the "TOP TEN" player scores at the end of each single player game. A great
way to have participants compete and learn.
3.) In addition, a single player database records individual scores, No. of correct and incorrect answers as
well as the specific questions individual players missed. The database can be extracted and easily e-mailed
to a central location for review.
All in all TGI XF games can have up to 15 different game configurations and ways to play so trainees may
never see the same game twice.
Question Features:
TGI XF games provide you with several innovative ways to input, save and distribute questions within the
game. A special HELP file is found within the Questions Database itself to provide you specific instructions
for inputting questions. We've listed some additional XF game question features found throughout the game
below:
1.) Handles Multiple Choice (A,B,C, & D answers), True/False or Fill-in the blank type questions.
2.) Questions can be presented in sequential or non-repeating random order.
3.) Import questions from a separate file OR enter/edit your questions directly into the game.
4.) Question font size can be increased within the game for greater visibility or decreased to accommodate
lengthy questions.
5.) The number of questions remaining in the game is displayed on the scoreboard as well as on other
question/category selection screens.
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Product Features

6.) Question Categories disappear when all the questions in the category have been used.
7.) The game automatically ends when all game questions have been used (or when pre-set game time has
expired).
8.) TGI XF games contain a built in pre-work and follow-up review file. This is a game within a game
delivering training questions which can be e-mailed to participants as a pre-training exercises or post-training
review (Located within the Questions Database File).
Adding Sound, Text and Graphics to Individual Questions:
1.) Additional Graphic. This is the ability to attach an external graphic image to any question, adding visuals
to your question presentation. This affords the facilitator many different display options (Charts, tables,
pictures) and also allows the instructor to expound on the question, and the learner to more clearly understand
the information being presented. Note: PowerPoint allows you to save entire presentations as individual slides
in the below listed formats, and attached these to questions as needed. Image formats include GIF / JPG /
BMP / EMF or WMF.
2.) Additional Sounds. This is the ability to attach an external sound file to any question. This can be your
voice or music. The XF games also feature a sound recorder (Questions Database). Using a computer
microphone you can record, create and attach WAV files to any of your game questions.
3.) Additional Text. This is the ability to attach additional text to a question which can be popped up over the
question. This is perfect for inserting an exercise, a comment, a hint, an explanation or reference information.
Text can be typed directly into the Question database located in the game. This text box display will also allow
you to scroll down when reading large text entries.
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Product Features

4.) Additional File. This is the best of all of these features. With this option you can attach an external file of
any type to a question. Exceptions: File type must be supported by your computer and cannot be another MS
Excel file. Examples of the types of files which can be used are multi-media files like movies (AVI), MPEG, or
MP3 files. Also a PowerPoint file saved as a Slideshow (PPS) will slip seamlessly into your game making it an
easy way to present training material to your group from inside the structure of a game. The same game can
be used for review afterwards to reinforce the learning.
5.) Additional sounds, text, graphic and file buttons appear with the question during game play and can be
used to present additional information before or after the question is answered. Button labels may also be
changed (For example, you might create a HINT, or More Info button). Change button labels on the Setup
screen.
Important Note: You might well wonder why we have gone to great lengths to provide a means to inject
additional information in the form of sound, text, graphics and other files types into the middle of a game. We
known that TGI games do a great job when it comes to grabbing the learners attention. People are intensely
engaged as they play. This is of course the first thing you want to do when instructing; focus the learners
attention. Now with your learners interested and engaged in what's being said, there's no better time to build
on this interest. When learners start to conceptualize, mull over, and think about information, they begin to
assimilate and consolidate the leaning into their knowledge base. In this way training games become more
than just effective review tools, but can be used to deliver core course content.
Scoring and Game Strategy Options
These are options that add strategy and fun into each game. We've provide a full array of options which can
be easily added into or removed from your training game (Setup screen).
1.) Pass Option: This is the ability for a team to pass the question to the next team. This is not available in
the single player game.
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Product Features

2.) Lose 1 Option: This option will allow the team with the question to have the computer eliminate one wrong
answer from any multiple choice questions that have more than three possible answers.
3.) Double Option: This option will allow the team answering the question to double the points value for this
question.
4.) Mystery Score Option: This option will allow the answering team to elect to play for a random point value
for the current question. The minimum and maximum possible point values are set on the Game's Setup
screen (From Min. 1 to Max 99).
5.) Mini-Game Option: This option will allow the team with the question to play a mini-game and increase the
questions overall point value. There are six possible mini-games which can be displayed and are shown at
random. Mini-games work as point multipliers, the better the mini-game is played - the higher the point
multiplier (up to 6X). For example, Solving a mini-game on the first try will multiply the questions point value
by 6. So a question originally worth 5 pts. Is now worth 30!
6.) Allow Minus Scoring: This option will allow points to be deducted for incorrect answers. Typically
team/players are not penalized for incorrect answers. All the above options can be selected to appear in a
game on the setup screen and at the facilitator's discretion.
Program Options found in XF Games
The Program MENU button located in the top left corner of the screen has many different functions.
1.) The "Go toN" navigation will allow you to move to various game screens.
2.) The "Adjust Sounds" buttons will let you adjust the volume level of the computer sounds.
3.) The "Adjust Scores" button opens a pop-up that allows you to adjust the scores on the scoreboard (a great
"just in case" feature)
4.) The "Manual End of Game" button forces the game to end. This is a great option if your game is running
long and you need to wrap it up to stay on schedule.
5.) "Restore Full Screen" maximizes the full screen size for game play.
6.) The "Tie Breaker" is available to help decide tied games.
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Product Features

Game Customizing Features:
1.) Name Your Game: On the Setup screen you can enter a game name to coincide with your learning
program.
2.) Team Player Names: Enter team and player names that will appear on the scoreboard and on question
game screens.
3.) Organization Logo: On the Setup screen enter your organizations logo. Use GIF or JPG formats.
4.) Auto Adjusting Scoreboard - TGI's XF games offer you many different game and scoring options. The
scoreboard will automatically adjust to show just the options you select for each game
5.) Scoring Labels: Scoring can be recorded in Points, Dollars, Pounds or Euros
6.) Question Categories: Within the Questions Database you can input up to three program or question
categories (Default categories are Easy, Medium, and Hard).
Sound Features:
1.) Great Game sounds (The good , the bad, and the ugly)
2.) Program start and Intermission music on main game screen
3.) Wait sound - As in "I need your answer NOW!"
Game Time Features:
1.) Game timer can be set from OFF to up to 4 hours of game play.
2.) Game automatically ends when pre-set time has expired (or game runs out of questions).
3.) 5 minute overtime feature - Use this for tied scores or if your group just doesn't want the game to end!

One Final Feature Note:
On the main screen of the game we've placed a chalkboard/flipchart. Here you can enter questions and notes
that come up during your program. A scroll (down) bar is automatically available should you fill the screen with
notes. In addition, you can copy and send notes to class or meeting participants.
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Other TGI Services - Consulting

At Training Games Inc., we not only develop games to help YOU teach and train, but we'll come to your meeting
to present them too. We are available for your next training function. We use our own training games to give your
next meeting a great jump start with our executive staff available to make sure everything goes right. We can
develop and incorporate insightful questions, using your own training program materials, into one or several of our
games and present them to your group in a fun and exciting way. Or we can provide a complete training game for
many popular business programs, which we've listed below. At the end of the meeting, you keep the training
questions and our game for your own follow-up use. You will not believe the level of participative fun and
excitement generated by our games! We are ready to present the following at your next meeting:
— An opening or after lunch Ice Breaker game.
— A thought provoking and fun Team Building game.
— A review of your training material presented in a game format.
— Popular business programs in a game format.
Available Topics Include:
Sexual Harassment, Diversity, Customer Service, Leadership, Team Building, Negotiations and Selling Skills,
Presentation Skills, Work Force Trends, Productive Meetings, Time Management, or any combination of these. Or
we can develop a training program using your training material.
Games Include:
Your choice of any of our Training Games. Gary Trotta at (602) 750-7223 for a discussion of our availability,
offerings and prices. Book your event today. NOTE: All prices quoted do not include travel, lodging and meal
expenses.
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Other TGI Services

In Conclusion
TGI is constantly adding new products to our product line and web site. Go to www.training-games.com to
check for new products. Before purchasing any products from this catalog, check the latest prices posted on
our website.

